Great Results Guarantee

Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2015
Delaneys Creek State School received

$40,570

Our full 2015 agreement can be found here:
https://delaneyscreekss.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Documents/Great_Results_Guarantee-NCR-Delaneys_Creek_State_SS.PDF

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2015, we have focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students.

After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we are on track to meet our targeted student outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include:

- Employing Literacy Teacher Aides to implement programs P-4, to implement intervention programs to support students identified as not reaching National Minimum Standards through 1:1 sessions.
- Creating a professional development program around data analysis that supports individual teachers to build their capacity.
- Implementing U2B programs utilising Master Teacher.
- Building teacher capability in explicit teaching practices in literacy and numeracy, through work with Success Coach.
- Utilise Sound Way resource to activate school TOPs (Targeting Oracy and Phonics) and TOC program (Targeting Oracy and Phonics) within Spelling to improve Reading, Writing and Spelling results across the school.
- Align our school English and reading program to embed a balanced and consistent reading program with 5 reading procedures using Marzano’s research based pedagogical practices (Art and Science of Teaching).

Work with specialist educators to provide coaching and increase teacher and teacher aide capabilities to utilise Guided Reading strategies. $2000
- Purchasing resource Sound Way program to provide student learning materials, teacher references materials and Professional Development materials for all teaching staff (including teacher aides). $6000
- Providing release time for program development, implementation and review of personal support plans and student achievement data. $3000
- Prepare and implement personal support plans for students identified as below National Minimum Standard in Years 3 – 6 $20000
- Purchasing middle phase reading resources and program to provide student learning materials, teacher references materials for Years 2 – 6. $7180